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Press release 

March 6th 2017 

Astura launches Legio by Astura®, first platform to generate legal documents conceived 

and designed by lawyers 

Astura, a French independent law firm, has developed Legio by Astura®, an innovative software 

solution to generate legal documents of high quality simply and rapidly. This web platform, with a 

private and secured access, enables users to create on their own documents of professional quality up 

to date with the last regulatory reforms. 

Legio relies on the know-how of Astura lawyers and their recognized expertise, acquired with large 

clients, in corporate law, mergers and acquisitions, commercial law, intellectual property and 

information technology. 

Legio by Astura makes the process of drafting legal documents faster and more secure. It also offers a 

service of tailored legal advice and a direct access to Astura lawyers.  

Astura proposes three options to access its Legio platform:  

The standard offer gives an access to document templates developed by Astura following a directed 

track. Templates may be accessed with all of their options. They take into account the needs of the 

user company while accelerating the process of generating documents. 

The semi-tailored offer enables additional adjustments and specific configurations adapted to the 

needs and the specific policies established by the user company (payment deadlines , ethical clauses, 

confidentiality, sustainable development, etc.). 

The bespoke integration offer conceived for larger groups, gives the possibility to integrate the group’s 

own templates into Legio in order to automate the drafting of documents. By doing so, legal 

departments of large groups gain time in generating their documents. Legal departments may also 

delegate the generation of documents to their operating teams (sales, procurement, etc.) after having 

defined and approved the processes to follow in Legio and applicable configurations. 

Astura obtained a special authorization from the Paris Bar to develop this platform.  

Matthieu Mélin and Raphaël Dalmas, co-founders of Astura state “ In a context where we face digital 

expansion and growing complexity of our legal environment, we have developed for the past three 

years this ambitious platform. Conceived for all-sized companies from all sectors, the platform deals 

with the most regular legal needs via documents drafted and up to date by our own team of lawyers. 

It also allows, according to the size and the needs of the company, to securely integrate a company’s 

own agreements. Beyond the simplicity of use and the time saving it represents, this platform is an 

opportunity to place the lawyer’s counseling mission at the heart of the client-attorney relationship”. 

About Astura 

Created in 2012 by experienced lawyers coming from prestigious Anglo-Saxon law firms, Astura advises 

french and international clients in the conduct of their growth and development transactions, the 

implementation of their software projects, the use and the defense of their intangible assets and as 

well as crisis management.  
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The Astura team offers advice in corporate law (mergers and acquisitions, banking and finance, capital 

markets, restructuring), information technology (large software projects, development, license, 

maintenance, e-commerce, personal data protection), intellectual property law (trademarks, copyright, 

designs and models), commercial law and litigation/arbitration. 

Astura partners with a selection of independent law firms providing complementary advice in France 

and abroad.  

Astura has been recognized for the fourth year in a row by the Legal 500 Paris edition 2016/2017 in 

mergers and acquisitions, information technology and in intellectual property. 
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